
Overall Product 

Rating: Taste Test
Key Drivers of Performance

7

The Vegetarian Butcher Magic Mince Unilever

CMR Ref: 210160 14-7 Price: £3.00 Weight / Volume: 200g

Reviewer Ratings - Tried & Tested by People like you…

All Reviewers 3.25

Score out of 50

Average for the category: 36
Value for Money

33 Taste

Texture

51 Reviewers out of 5

Fans 3.47

Regular buyers of this type of product 32 Reviewers out of 5

Want to know more about the sales potential of this product?

Email foodfax@cambridgemr.com or call 01223 492050 for the full report on what drives consumer ratings.
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Full of flavour, no fact bits                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Really  Enjoy the texture, it’s bulky and get a good amount   Could do with some more seasoning but 

overall it’s really nice, surprised                                                                                                                    

Excellent. Close to meat in texture.   Lovely sauce                                                                                                                                                                                                            

25%

Tasty better than meat version                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

A great texture better than any similar products like this but a bit too expensive                                                                                                                                                                             

Nice flavour good meat alternative                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

27%

Good taste but texture too coarse                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Tasty when stuff added                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Tastes quite nice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

16%

very poor quality                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Flavour was good but the eating not pleasant felt like I was eating a sponge                                                                                                                                                                                   

Hard and chewy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

12%

Hard and chewy like chewy meat, not nice                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Awful chewy hard texture....not at all nice                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Very chewy texture                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

* Reported verbatim as made by our reviewers

Ingredients Nutrition per 100 g/ml

SOY structure (91%) (water, SOY protein concentrate, BARLEY malt 

extract), spice extracts, spirit vinegar, dextrose, salt, yeast extract, 

natural flavouring, spices, caramelised sugar, iron (Ferric 

pyrophosphate), vitamin B12. May contain Celery, Milk and Mustard. 

Prepared to a vegan recipe, however not suitable for milk and/or egg 

allergy sufferers.
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113 0.5 0.1 2.6 1.8 5.8 22 1.2
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Daily Intake percentages are based on the requirements for an average female with no special dietary requirements and an assumed energy intake of 2000 kcal.

Organic Fairtrade Gluten Free

6% 1% 1% 1% 2% 24% 44% 20%

Vegetarian Vegan

Tried & Tested by people like you…
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